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FANTASTIC
That's the description of the Diamond Jubilee
used by the Santa Monica Evening Outlook the
day following Santa Monica's Diamond Jubilee,
July 13, 1950.
Estimators working for the Santa Monica
paper made a conservative estimate of the
dancers at 15,200, and approximated the number of spectators as somewhere around 35,000.
Although the original three block area had
to be expanded another city block, and this entire area filled with squares dancing in areas
only 6-feet and 7-feet across, the spirit of enthusiasm and gaiety was practically unparalleled
in any square dance ever held.
A tight schedule ran each of the 37 callers
one right after the other, with round dancing
wedged in between every third dance.
Highlight of the evening came with the mass
greeting of Dr. Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw as his
shiny new convertible edged its way through a
seething sea of dancers down the center of Wilshire Boulevard to the Callers' platform as the
band played, "She'll Be Comin' Round the
Motintain." Dr. Shaw and Mrs. Shaw accepted
the greeting of the crowd, and "Pappy" took
over with Master of Ceremonies, Bob Osgood,
to introduce the callers that followed.
Another long to be remembered moment of
the Jubilee was the entrance of California's
Governor Earl Warren to the tune of "California Here I Come." Again Wilshire Boulevard was spaced momentarily so that the Governor's car and escort could find its way to the
Callers' stand. Amazed, as were the rest of those
at the event, Governor Warren stayed in the
stand until the last Caller had finished his call.

Most amazed of all, perhaps, were the officials of Santa Monica who may have had
tongue in cheek when preliminary figures of
8,000 attending were given out as publicity.
Their amazement was equalled by the City of
Santa Monica's Police Department. Quote:
"We've handled lots of dance crowds in our
life. We've handled parking problems," said
one of the police officers, "but never have we
seen so orderly a crowd." Many plain clothes
policemen were out looking for something to
do, only to find that the crowd was not the type
that needed supervision.
The dancers themselves were surprised at the
smoothness of the asphalt pavement with its surface of powdered soapstone (talc), and the unusually clear sound system strung throughout
the four block long area.
As the dance was in its final stages, a young
teenage couple leaned over the rail of the band
stand to ask the orchestra leader if he wasn't
going to play some music for popular dancing.
Not sarcastically, the bandleader looked first at
the youngsters, then out over the vast throng of
thousands enjoying the World's Largest Square
Dance, and said, "You may not know it, kids,
but this is popular dancing."

Editor's Note
Post mortem accounts of news events usually
get pushed into the background. However, the
dance that was advertised as "The Largest
Square Dance In the World," developed into
such overwhelming proportions, that even the
most optimistic were surprised beyond description. For that reason, the first portion of this
issue is dedicated to the Jubilee Square Dance.

* Have you subscribed to "Sets in Order" yet? *
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Ideas, ideas, ideas.
Every once in awhile you half imagine that
all the ideas for new types of square and round
dance records have been exhausted. Instruction
records, slow records, fast records, records for
dances with different types of sequences and
different types of instrumentation, have all been
tried. Then, simultaneously with the Santa
Monica Diamond Jubilee and "Pappy" Shaw's
visit to Southern California, comes another new
and outstanding addition to the record collection of the square dancers of the nation, "Lloyd
Shaw's Round Dance Records", styled and patterned after "Pappy" Shaw's famed Round
Dance Book. Album Number 1 has made its
first appearance.
Under the direction of Dr. Shaw, and using
the organ music of Fred Bergin, famed for his
styling at the keyboard, the series of four records contains six sides of popular rounds including the Merry Widow Waltz, Skaters
Waltz, Varsouvianna, Black Hawk, Laces and
Graces, and the Glow Worm Gavotte. Then,
on the fourth record, with each side divided
into three parts, "Pappy" Shaw, with the organ
music in the background, talks through one or
two sequences of each of the round dance
records. The best news about these records is
that they are unbeatable for excellency of recording, of musicianship and of suitability for
the dance.
Each of the rounds has an exceptionally interesting and sufficiently lengthy introduction
which enables the dancers to "make the floor,"
make the sufficient partner honors, get in the
correct dance position, before the music goes
into its tune.
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Due to the versatility of the organ keyboard,
the music is unusually light and "springy" and
has a kind of dance encouragement so many
times overlooked in round dance records.
One of the novel additions to this particular
album is the adapting of a variation of the
Varsouvianna music when organist Fred Bergin
adds his version of the tune in addition to the
regular Varsouvianna music. This new music he
has termed "Pappy" Shaw's Varsouvianna
(you'll probably be calling it "Pappy's Little
Foot") . This particular Varsouvianna has included measures of waltz which add so much
to the Varsouvianna itself.
In addition to this first album, his record No.
1 of Album No. 2 is released at this time. This
particular record introduces the music for the
new and very popular "Irish Waltz." The
music, Too-ra-loo-ra-loo-ral, Just an Irish Lullaby) , makes wonderful dancing as well as
listening music. The other side of this additional
record is a very springy Waltz of the Bells.
Two new 12--fnch (41/2 minutes to .a side)
records on semi-flex unbreakable plastic have
been released recently under the independent
Texas Star's label.
Recorded in San Diego, California, the
records have maintained a beat somewhere in
the early 130's and feature the music of "Art"
Clark on the violin with a guitar and string
bass accompaniment. Each record lists the
tempo, playing time ,and key.
Hoedown tunes featured include "Boil the
Cabbage Down," "Soldier's Joy," "Rakes of
Mallow," and "Ragtime Annie."

*sHave you subscribed to "Sets in Order" yet ? *

HITCHED IN A LINE
First and Third You Swing a Bit
Round and Round for the Fun of It
Then Out to the Right and Form a Line
Like in "Four In Line You Travel." Each
gent has his lady hooked onto his right
elbow. The No. 1 and No. 2 ladies hook
elbows leaving a gent on each end of the line.
The lines pivot on ladies' elbow hook. Same
for No. 3 and No. 4. Turn three-quarter
around until two lines make a line of eight.
Then I'll Swing Yours and You Swing Mine
In each line the gents trade ladies. They stop
and the ladies turn another half turn, break
and each gent gets the other lady to swing
with a waist swing. Gents make a quick left
face as they break from the line.
Now the Inside High and the Outside Low
Join Hands in the Middle and Around
You Go
Couples on inside arch for outside couples
(No. 1 gent and No. 2 lady form an arch
for No. 2 gent and No. 1 lady, No. 3 gent
and No. 4 lady form an arch for No. 4 gent
and No. 3 lady). Outside couples come
under arches, meet in the center and circle.
Circle Once Around and Raise a Little Cain
Then Pass Right Thru and the Ladies Chain
(Don't chain back)
Inside couples pass thru one another to face
outside couple—the ladies chain with the
ladies on the outside, No. 1 lady with No. 4
and No. 3 lady with No. 2.
Hitch Right On and Form a Line
Turn That Line You're Doing Fine
Turn Once and a Half and I'll Give the Sign
To Swap and Swing Your Maid for Mine.
Inside gents with new ladies after the ladies
chain form two lines (ladies again hook
elbows for pivot) with respective outside
couples and turn one and a half times so
outside gents end up on inside and swap
ladies with other gent in line.
Now the Inside Over, the Outside Under
Again couples on inside arch for couples on
outside and they swap places.
Join Hands In the Center and Turn Like
Thunder
Couples coming under arch circle.
Once Around and Then Pass Thru
To Swap and Swing with the Outside Two
After circling once inside couples pass thru

OF THE MONTH

CALLER OF THE MONTH
Jack Hoheisal
Jack Hoheisal has called for square dances
in the San Gabriel Valley area for the past
ten years, as an adjunct to his regular job
as Physical Education Supervisor for the City
of Alhambra, Calif. He founded the area's
first square dance association, the Western
Association; taught some of the first classes
in square dancing during the early years of
the war; is on the staff of the University of
California Extension Division; and recently
taught a callers' school. Jack's teen-age exhibition set, the Hoop 'n' Holler kids, danced
in the 1950 Rose Parade on the Western
Association float, in Hollywood Bowl and
appear twice weekly on T.V. programs. Jack is
co-author of three small books on square dancing and has recorded for MacGregor Records.
Jack believes in the fun of square dancing and
keeps dancers thinking by. varying standard
patterns. Gracie, 1.his wife, helps him in his
calling and demonstrating work.
one another and meet outside couples and
swap ladies which should give each gent
his original partner.
Now Home You Go and Everybody Dance
Swing 'Em So Hard They'll Lose Their

* Have you subscribed to "Sets in Order" yet? *
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'DOWN THE LANE

ROUND DANCE

A sudden spurt on the sale or records bearing the label, "Down the Lane," has caused record companies and music companies to raise their eyebrows and look around and ask "What's happening?". . . This is perhaps the first example of the
demand on the part of square dancers for a round dance record. Result is that this particular tune is shooting rapidly into the
popular top ten . . . Sets In Order has "captured" the culprits, Dorothy Martin and Maury Thompson, who are responsible
for the new and very catchable dance bearing that name. On these two pages Dorothy and Maury show you the basic steps
and simple idea behind their round dance. They recommend the record pressed by Decca featuring the music of Russ Morgan and his orchestra. Now, go ahead and try it, it's fun.

Couples in open dance position, inside hands held,
facing CCW around the room, balance forward on
outside foot, back on inside, repeat start forward
on outside foot kick right foot across — as thoUgh
kicking clods down a lane — step left, kick out, step
right, kick in, step left, kick out, step right brushing other foot and pivoting on inside foot — reverse
direction and repeat balances and step kicks on inside
foot .. . THEN ..

Face partner in closed dance position, walk forward,
CCW, three steps — turn, point back — (as in "Canrepeat in opposite direction
adian Barn Dance")
. THEN .
.

.

.

Still in closed dance position—do two two-steps, turn
L-W, followed by two right-face twirls for the lady
under gent's left arm repeat this part two more
times, ending in skater's position . . . THEN . . .

Both starting on L foot, walk diagonally to the right
L,R,L, kick R foot forward — walk diagonally
back, R,L,R,L — walk diagonally to the left, R,L,R,
kick left foot forward then walk back, L,R,L,R.
With a "stagger" step, walk forward L, cross over
with R, cross L, cross R and pivot around in place—
gent going backwards, lady going forward walk
in complete turn with eight tiny steps. Repeat diagonal walk, "stagger" and pivot
THEN
.

After repeating dance two times and a half — finish
the two two-steps and twirls by adding an extra two
two-steps and one twirl for the lady — balance away
— gent's right hand in lady's left, the gent kneels
down on the right knee and the lady walks around
THEN
the gent
.

.

.

.

.

.

Lady twirls and sits on man's left knee on the last

beat of the music.

.

.

.

.

.

(Editor's Note: it's fun to dwell on a theme of a dance or work up one particular
"family." Here on this page are two endings or "breaks" which follow the general pattern
of the "D;ve iror we Oyster" seriei shown on ihe page opposiie. yoit'd like io Jee more
of these "families" developed, just drop "Sets In Order" a note.)

RIP(Starting
'n' from
SNORT
a circle)
First couple rip and snort

Down the Center and cut 'em short.
(First couple draws entire circle through couple Number 3 opposite). First couple
breaks hold with one another. Lady Number 1 goes right, man Number 1 goes left
and back to place while Number 3 dishrags in place.)

Lady go gee, and the gent go haw,
Join up hands with your pretty little taw.
(Same for second and third couples)
Fourth couple rip and snort,
Down the center and swing 'em short.
You know where and I don't care,
Take her out and give her air.
(on this last one, each man as he goes under the arch takes the arm of the girl with
him at the time and promenades off.)

THREAD THE NEEDLE
This figure starts the same way as does "Rip 'n' Snort As the active couple goes
through the arch made by the opposite couple, they drag the line to the left and right
around the outside as before. Only, instead of the arching couple dishragging they keep
their arms in front of their chests and face out. The active couple then drags the rest of
the line under the next arches (made by the mon and woman in the original arching
couple and their corner's hand).
This time the next two face out and so on until the leading couple makes an about
face as the others with the hand crossed in front of chest. This can also be moved into
an "inside-out" circle by drawing the line around as the action is going on.

No regular call during action other than patter. Command is just "First couple down
center and 'Thread the Needle'."

ON THE COVER
15,200 dancers, 35,000 spectators,
crowd before SETS IN ORDER camera
lens for official proof of the fun they
had in producing the World's Largest Square Dance at Santa Monica's
Diamond Jubilee, July 13, 1.950.
—Fadler photo.
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DIVE FOR THE OYSTER
First Couple Swing with All Yolir Might
Lead Right Out to the Couple on the Right
And Circle Four Half Around
Number 1 couple leads to couple No. 2, joins hands and circle half around leaving
Number 1 couple on the outside, Number 2 on the inside.
Dive for the Oyster—Dive for the Pearl
Without breaking hands Number 1 couple steps forward 2 steps under arch formed
by Number 2 couple and then backs up two steps.
Dive Right Along with that Pretty Little Girl
Without breaking hands Number 2 couple steps forward two steps under arch formed
by couple Number 1 and backs up two steps.
Dive for the Lobster—Dive for the Clam
Number 1 couple again goes under the arch formed by couple Number 2 and as they
pass under they turn a dishrag turn (turn away from each other by holding their joined
hands up, back in close to each other and the lady turns right and the gent left under
their joined arms). Don't turn until you have passed under arch.
Dive for the Sardine and Take a Full Can
Number 1 couple pulls couple Number 2 under, they have passed under arch, they
make a quick dishrag turn. (Same as above turning away from each other and under
their own joined hands. Lady to right and gent to left in the turn.)
Circle Four and Make It Go
Break Right Into a Do-Si-Do
On to the Next and Circle Half
Each couple takes a turn at visiting all the way around.

ROLL THE BARREL
First Couple Balance—First Couple Swing
Lead Right Out to the Right of the Ring,
Circle Half
Number 1 couple leads to couple Number 2, join hands and circle half around, leaving
Number 1 couple on the outside of the circle, Number 2 on the inside.
Roll the Barrel, Tap the Keg
Without breaking hands, Number 1 couple steps forward two steps under arch formed
by Number 2 couple and backs up two steps.
Save the Oyster, Break the Egg
Without breaking hands, Number 2 couple steps forward two steps under arch formed
by Number 1 couple and back up two steps.
Open the Book, Write the Check
Couple Number 1, breaking their hand holds with their own partner, goes under
Number 2 couple, keeping hold of Number 2's hands and dragging them with them
under their own arch and around the outside back to place while couple Number 2
(whose hand hold has not been broken) dishrags and faces in place again.
Turn Inside Out and On to the Next
Couple Number 1 join hands with partner, goes under the arch again, lets loose of
couple Number 2 and leads to the next couple. Number 2 couple makes simple dishrag, the lady walking forward under the man's arm and the man walking a half turn
into his normal place.
(Each couple takes a turn in visiting all the way around.)

* Have you subscribed to "Sets in Order" yet? *
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CARTOONIST LOOKS AT SQUARE DANCING
OT any pet peeves about square dancing? You probably aren't normal if you haven't.
Cartoonist Chuck Jones, of Warner Bros. Animated Cartoon Department, comes up
with a series of impressions he has gathered during his past month of square dancing "pleasure." Chuck, who with his wife, is an active member of several clubs in and around the Los
Angeles area, wants you to know that he has no particular reference to persons living or dead
in the following sketches. Incidentally, see anybody you know ?
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OULD square dancers be crazy
enough to dance all night?" Carroll
White, Los Angeles caller, asked himself
question and got his answer by arranging the Breakfast Dance at Sunny Hills
Ranch, Fullerton, on July 4th. He was mobDed for tickets and over 500 eager dancers
;hawed up at 1 A. M. They stayed eager,
with few exceptions, until the chuck wagon
style breakfast at sunrise
approximately
4:30 A.M. when they Charged the tables
.oaded with ham and eggs. Besides Carroll,
who also M.C.'d, guest calling spots were
filled by Ralph Maxhimer and Ed 'Gilmore.
The zany "Masked Marvels" did their
dea of a square dance and Alice Ba:on with Jerry Jerabek introduced
new round dance to "Tea
-or Two."

Carroll White at the mike gives out to the
crowd, while Clyde Linzy at left fiddles hotter
than a firecracker.

Relaxed in a 3 A.M.
"fiop.”
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ferry ferabek and Alice
Bacon show their graceful "Tea for Two"
Round Dance.
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Some of the dancing crowd. Fluffy summer
dresses made a lovely picture.

Don Fearing (lower
right), St onehurst
president, and his
committee did a
bang-up job.

Princess Hartley beams
as Jones) tells her she's
won a television set as
a door prize.
►

N Sunday afternoon, July 4th, Burbank
Recreation Center blossomed with gay
summer dresses and bright new shirts as
dancers gathered for a gracious and well-run
party. Because they wanted to say "thanks"
for all the good work done by local Association officers, Stonehurst Squares of San
Fernando Valley gave this dance under President Don Fearing and his co-workers. Invited as special guests were the board-members of Associated Square Dancers; Western
Square Dance Association of San Gabriel
Valley; The South Coast Association; and
the Cow Counties Association. It was an
opportunity for these folks to dance together
and get better acquainted. An imposing list
of callers from all the areas represented performed, with Fenton (Jonesy) Jones doing
his usual cheerfully casual M.C. job.

R OUND THE OUTSIDE RING
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This "Round The Outside
Ring," a collection of interesting Square Dancing
news items from different parts of the country other
than in our immediate neighborhood is a regular feature of "Sets In Order" and will be collected

and written by Helen Orem, Assistant Editor. All
information regarding activities of groups whose
activities would fall in this category should be sent
to Mrs. Orem, at 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los
Angeles 4R, Califnrnin.)

Outdoors in Arizona
Almost in the shadow of famous Superstition
Mountain ,there will be outdoor square dancing
during the summer and fall. Eleven miles east
of Mesa, Arizona, the Sunset Trail Square
Dance Club will meet in an open-air Square
Dance Pavilion every Friday night. Mark Barker, also known as the magician "Moxo" runs
the Sunset Trail Ranch from which the club
gets its name. The first dance of the series was
on Friday, June 23rd, with Ira Cox, Max Cox,
Walter Haws, George and Lillian Haws doing
the calling.

Mile High Square Dancing
Mile Hi Hoedown Festival was the likely
name for the one held in mile-high Prescott,
Arizona, on June 9th and 10th at the Senior
High Gym. Prescott's Hoedowners Club sponsored it and Jack Mosher was the M.C. Of the
exhibition dances which spotted the program,
the one that really stopped the show was offered
by the Navajo children from Seba Dalkai
School on the reservation north of Winslow.
Costumed in "modern" Navajo style, these
youngsters trained by Mr.•and Mrs. S. V. Shankland, summer students at Arizona State College
at Flagstaff, danced with a precision and youthful energy that brought down the house.

From the Jackson Hole Country
With a whoop and a holler the Second Annual Jackson Hole Square Dancing Festival got
under way at 8 P.M. sharp on May 29th at the
High School Auditorium in Jackson, Wyoming.
The announcement warned that dancing would
start then, no matter how few or how many
dancers were present. Fifteen hundred people
came to dance to the calling of Dick Robertson,
Hank Zimmerman, Mel Day and others, and to
watch several exhibition dances put on by
groups from outlying areas. One of the high
points of the evening was the awarding of an
"Oscar" prize (carved plywood figures made
and contributed by a park ranger) for the most
originally decorated lunch-box. Ken Howell of
Cody won it with a "barn" of red cellophane
through which you could look and see pipecleaner square dancers doing their stuff. After
the contest — there was no auctioning — the
dancers reclaimed their own boxes.
The Fiddlers' Contest was won by Mrs.
Gramke of Cheyenne, whose daddy and granddaddy were both champ fiddlers. Since she is in
her sixties, this really goes back. The evening's
dance programs had two blank pages at the
back, one to accommodate "Names and Addresses of People I Met at the Festival" one
for "Tunes and Dances I Want to Remember
from the Festival".

l'6

Minnesota Federation Elects
Folk Dance Federation of Minnesota announces its new officers for the coming year.
Dr. Ralph Piper of the University of Minnesota
is President. Stanley High, Mrs. D. V. Britt,
Madeline Bechel, Maurice Ostrander, Edmund
Lukaszewski, Mrs. Clarence Dunn, John Harney
and Arden Johnson will fill other top spots. The
Federation membership is now over 100 clubs,
and festivals are planned for August 13th at
Hibbing, September 17th in St. Paul, December 2nd at the University of Minnesota. Several
squares from Federation clubs will participate
in the International Square Dance Festival at
the Chicago Stadium on October 28th.

* Please patronize our advertisers *
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SOUTHERN CALIF. SQUARE DANCES AIMED
TOWARD GIVING PLEASURE TO ALL
TELCO TALKING

Dancing for the first time to their new
caller, Jim York, Telco Square3 and their
guests had a "wing-ding" dance on Friday
July 14th. Their regular dances are on
the second and fourth Fridays at the Grand
Avenue Clubrooms of the Telephone Company,
with the second Friday being set aside as
a special party night. Six new officers
have been added to the Steering Committee:
the Bill Millers; the Tommy Smiths on Hospitality; and the Dexter Symths on Arrangements. A full program of good dancing fun
has been planned for the rest of the year.
In August there will be an "Amateur Callers!
Contest" besides the co-ordinating caller,
and all members who have had an urge to call
a tip are invited to participate.

NO ONE LEFT OUT IN THIS DANCE DESIGNED
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
The Glendale Y.Mr.C.A., 735 E. Lexington,
is the scene every fifth Friday night of a
month, of family get-togethers for square
dancing. Mama, papa, and the kids all mix up
to dance at a high intermediate level. At the
dance occuring the 29th of September, Co-Masters of Ceremony will be Santi Santiesteven
representing the parents and Woody - recken
for the junior group. Beginning at eight
o'clock, the fun will include littlest to biggest square dancers -- a really good opportunity for families to be together for a
square dancing evening. There will be guestcallers to add to the enjoyment of the occasion.

A chiseler at a square aance? Could it be?
It could and was, at the Second Anniversary
Party of Cloverleaf Squares in Santa Monica,
on June 30th. What's more, they were welcome.
It seems that when refreshment time came, the
ice cream, delivered in a "solid pack" refused
to soften, and those Cloverleaf "men of brawn"
took chisels and ice picks and went to work.
Once chiseled, the ice cream tasted mighty
fine with the beautiful birthday cake designed by member Fran Ti Moot. Jim Munyon

HELPING HAND NEEDED
A sad note in the Square Dancing picture
out in the Altadena area has given Square
Dancers an opportunity not only to lend a
helping hand but to prove that folks are wonderful.
Square dancer Ed Cochrane passed away suddenly the last week in July leaving his wife,
two adopted youngsters and no visible means
of support.
On September's fifth Friday , (the 29th),
:quare Dancers can pitch in to lend a neighborly helping hand. From 8:15 to 11:00 p.m.
on that night tnere'll be a benefit dance for
the Cochrane family given at the Tihiteoaks
Ranch on Highway 66 in Glendora. Bill Mooney
and any other callers who show up to donate

called his usual fine dance, and following
the drawings for door prizes during intermission, the new officers were installed: Ed
and Helen Gray sharing the Presidency; Dorman
and Mildred Robertson, Jake and Rosalie Hausamann, Assorted Vice-Presidents; Ben and Bonnie Cavanaugh, Treasurer; Cecil and Marcelline Nulty, Secretary; and Al and Kay Forrester in charge of Publicity.

their time will supply the calling. Musicians
"Shorty" Ralph Clevenger and Katherine Fry
and others will contribute the music.
Here's an opportunity to once again prove
that Square Dancers as one big family can
really stick together. You can send your
dollar ticket contribution directly to Bill
0(ooney, 2020 W. Alosta, Glendora, or purchase
your ticket at the door that evening.

CLOVERLEAF CHISELERS

HOE-DOWNERS MEET
About twenty squares ofHoe-Downers got together on June 20th to dance to the calling of
Carroll White inthe park gym on Tujunga Ave.,
in North Hollywood. This was the first of a
series of special parties for this clu4 which
has been organized for some three years and
meets regularly on the first and third Tuesdays at Victory Center.
DANCING ELKS
All members of Elks Lodge and their friends
are invited to come and dance the second Saturday of each month with the Alhambra Deers
Square Dance Club in the air-cooled diningroom of the beautiful new Elks Club at 1st
and Woodward in Alhambra. Charlie Snead is
the caller and there is instruction from. 7:30
to 8:30 PM, when the regular dancing begins.
T.V. ON SUNDAY AFTERNOONS
San Gabriel Valley now has its own hourlong television program called "Country Fair"
over KECA-TV, Channel 7, and broadcast directly from CrawfOrd's Center, Five Pointt,
El Monte, from 3 to 4 each Sunday afternoon.
Square dancers in costume are welcome to
attend the square dance portion of the show.
On July 9th, Bill Mooney was the featured
caller, presenting his Covina Cavorters exhibition group as well as his teen-age Azusa
Allegros. The Cactus Twisters provided the
music.
CLEVER RED HOTS
Thel..e are talented folks among the Red
Hots, square dancers who meet at the Square
Dance Barn in Gardena. Cash Stall, their
president, has made a blue print showing the
barn at its location and member Lucille Johnson uses their "devilish" insignia to perk up
invitation cards which also bear ponies like
the following:
A grand new barn, a brand new date
We'll start at 8 to promenade 4- Red Hot !
So sashay partners two by two
To 15016 Daphne Avenue
'Tis June 10th that the night has fallen,
With Ronnie Richards to do the callin'.
NOTICE TO TEEN-AGERS
Every Tuesday night, teen-agers interested
in learning to square dance are invited to
come to the West Hollywood Playground, on San
Vicente Blvd., where Chuck Hills will teach
beginners from 7:30 to 9:30. No reservations
necessary; just come in and join the fun.
Wear comfortable clothes -- no high heels
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BOOMP'S A DAISIES AND TRIANGLES AT KNOTT'S
The Boomp's aDaisy Club of North Hollywood
with their caller, Virginia Pintarell, went
recently to Knotts' Berry Farm for an evening
of dancing. After a dinner in one of the private dinihg rooms, the group danced on the
unique outdoor floor, which they had previously
reserved for the evening. Several thousands
of spectators and even some of the Farm employees stayed to watch the colorfully costumed
dancers, until they left at 11:00 P.M. The
Boomp's A Daisies, incidentally, are willing
to trade dances with any clubs interested.
Another group of dancing visitors at Knotts
was the Triangle Club of Montebello Park, who
turned out in full strength on July 15th. Merl
Olds called for them and costumes, musicand
the open campfire added special highlightsto
the occasion. Some of the members did exhibitions of "Boston Two-Step" and "Glow Worm"
which delighted the many folkswhohad gathered
just to watch the dancing.
INGLEWOOD'S BUTTONS AND BOWS
Each fifth Friday, the Inglewood Buttons
and Bows Club plan a special party night. On
June 30th, members and guests bulged the hall
to dance to Ted Roland's calling. As they

came its, the ladies were given numbered colored paper bows and the men similar buttons.
Later in the evening, these numbers were
matched for a round dance and then sets were
formed from the matching colors, a good idea
for a mixer. Door-prizes were a little on

the fabulous side, including a box of groceries won by Earl Walker; cowboy shirts won by
the Chester Edwards' and Jerry Henry's and a
lovely square dance dress from the Parasol
won by the John Kents. Guest callers Ed Fritz
and Harold Pedrick called tips, and at the end
of the evening yummy home-made pies contributed by the lady-members, were served.
SINGLES CONTINUE
The Bachelors inl Bacneiorettes, that square
dance club for single men and women which
meets at Emerson Junior High School each Tuesday evening at eight, are continuing dancing
the summer months. The two callers. Huzh
Birdsall and Earl Adams, will call for both
beginning and intermediate dancing.
JUBILEE SQUARES
Out North Hollywood Way, fun-loving square
dancers are enthusiastic ove r, the founding of
a new club. Jubilee Squares was selected as
a name because "Alabama Jubilee," as called
by Joel Orme, is atop favorite with the group,
especially the way Joel calls it for them.
Martha (Mrs. Joel) Orme at the piano and Jonnie Hamilton on the bass fiddle provide music
that seconds Joel's peppy calling. The club
meets first, third and fifth Tuesdays of each
month at Victory-Van Owen Playground.

LINDA VISTA COUNTRY CUZZES
A real hootin' square aance crowd are the
Linda Vista Country Cousins of Altadena, who
dance to Carroll White's calling. At their
fifth Thursday dance, the 29th of June, an
unscheduled act made its appearance. Four
grotesquely garbed males, looking somewhat
like a combination of carnival strong men,
supermen and the terrible child next door
came and with their bored feminine partners
planted themselved directly in front of the
caller as he began a complicated square. The
floor stopper' short to howl at the group
who interspersed their square dancing with
impromptu Japanese wrestling and then lay
down, but the caller sweated gamely thro'.
This started something -- a hilarious exhibition group, coached by White and known
as the Masked Marvels (the masks are nylon
hose pulled over their heads!). In their
saner moments, these worthies are known as
Joe Verner, Joe Kohler, Rip Rippard, and
Larry Westerman. This same evening Dale and

Ruth Garrett introduced the round dance, Altai,
and Dale called a guest spot. Larry Bolles is
president of this peppy group.
NEW VALLRY OFFICERS
Two ban Fernando Valley clubs recently elected new officers. One of them, that really
jolly Jeans and Janes bunch, selected Charlie
Corbin as President; Dorothy Locurto as Secretary; and Jim Chisholm, Treasurer. The
new officers will preside for a period of six

months.
The See Saw Squares, who meet at the co1-)rful Buckaroo Town Hall to dance to Dale
Garrett's calling, have Bob Blaine as their
new Prez; Howard Richie as Vice-Prez; and
Fred Philp as Trez. Joe and Fran Starbuck
will arrange for refreshments. Every other
dance, the See Saws invite one square of
guests to come and dance with them.
HOT TIME IN A COOL TOWN
Now all join hanas and circle west
To the "Swing and Whirl" where the
dancin's best !
We're on the beach where the sea breeze
blows.

It'll keep you cool from your head to toes.
Each Wednesday at eight at the Chase
Hotel;
You'll love •the caller; he's Bert Coreil.
Take that gal you call Veronica,
Date her Wednesday at Santa Monica.
The beach is cool - it's no mirage
But the music's hot and the floor is
large.
The calls are new - the rounds are recent,

The gals are cute and the fellas are
decent.
So, chase your rabbit - chase your
squirrel,
But don't chase 'em all around the world.
Just chase 'em down to the Chase Hotel,
And you and us will swing.

SAN GABRIEL GABBY'S COLUMN
New Big Wigs for the Western Square Dance
Association of San Gabriel Valley, as of June
25th, when their election was held are: Allen
Dung, Prez; Bud Fobes to do the letter writing;
Charlie Quirmbach still holding the money bag;
Charlie Devalon in charge of membership, R.F.
Janclaes in the new club department; Ralph
Wellmark as dancing master; and Harry Longshaw taking care of publicity. After the men
got thro' jawing, the callers present let go

with their favorites and all had a whooping
good time to the music of Arkansas Adkins and
the Ozark Mountaineers, rustled in for free
by Marjorie Stout.
On the same day the American Women's Voluntary Services had a Pioneer Party at a
Beverly Hills home. Attending the party were

representatives from the United States State
Dept. and from fourteen foreign nations, count
tem; Denmark, Italy, Sweden, Portugal, Neth-

erlands, Argentina, Haiti, Chile, Indonesia,
French Indochina, Burma, India, Pakistan, and
Turkey. These visitors were thrilled to see
our "native dancing," done by the !Zip 'n Snorters, took lots of pictures, and asked if our
dances had a religious or national significance. Do they? They sure dol Democratic
as all git out and long may they wave !
.

Early on the morning of the "Fourth" (1:30
a.m. to be exact), we stood in afog-festooned
lemon grove and watched almost six hundred
square dancers troop into Sunny Hills. We
just had to see how many folks were crazy
enough -- about square dancing, that is -- to
go at it in the middle of the night. My Gramma used to tell of driving for miles to dancb
from sundown to sunup. They were made of
sterner stuff in those days but they couldn't
have enjoyed that big breakfast more than we
did.
Here and There in the Valley of San Gabriel.
...While the members of Do Si Do Club promenaded around the park, a beautiful candlelighted fifth birthday party was prepared by
the serving committee. This club really goes
all out for artistic decorations and fancy
food surprises! The Stoppels arid Howards
started the club and charter members present
at the birthday were the Parrs, Kohlers, Barratts, Stevens, and Stoppels....High Neighbor
week in Alhambra was accented by a big square
dance in the park with Jack Hoheisal as M.G.
Verne Lynch has opened his new outdoor
barn dance in El Sereno, complete with live
stock. Ralph Maxhimer called for the first
dance and more big name callers wi ll follaw..
...Flash! Just off the wire/ Shirley Wollard
and Jack Pattison will get hitched September
5th in Colorado Springs. Congrats to a lovely
pair of dancers to team up for life !

NEW FROM 11 K-Q'S"

ANOTHER FOR PAUL IN THE FALL

Kings and Queens -- better known as K-Q
Squaree -- held their fourth successful dance
the second Saturday in July at St. Andrews
Recreation Center.
This cIdb is in the enviable spot of having
two lively callers, Jim Munyon and Walt Woodtam each time. Makes it nice for said callers
too, as they can dance with their wives every
other dance for a. chalage.-.
The K-Q's' membership is drawn from the
entire 'Los Angeles area and they emphasize
sociability and fun, keeping the hairiness part
to an absolute minimum. theymix up by matching playing cards, Kings and Queens and Jacks
with Tens.- thie playing card idea is further
used to choose the chairman for the next
dance. He's the guy who draws the Ace of
Clubs.

Beginning in September, Paul Pierce will
appear not one -- but two -- times at Sunny
Hills Ranch, Fullerton, the first and third
Saturdays of the month. Dancing will be for
those in the experienced Brackets.'
INSTALLATION DANCE AT SASHAMYS
To install new officers, the Hollywood
Sashaways had a big dance on Thursday, June
29th. The retiring Prez, Chuck Wasserman,
turned over the administrative reins to the
newly elected Sam Spizer. Other new officers
are Mannie Maynard, Vice-Prez; Helen Baker,
Secretary; and Jim Spencer, Treasurer. This
group of twelve squares meets each Thursday,
with Dave Clavner as the caller.
LITTLE STINKERS GIFT CALLER

NEW SQUARE DANCE BARN

•

On Sunday evening, June lltho open house was
held at the new Square Dance Barn in Gardena,
by the owners, Ross and Eleanor Swimm. Members
of the various clubs which meet there were invited. These include Floyd Lundy's "Twists &
Twirls," Walt Woodham's "Be lles & Beaux" and
"Shirts and Skirts," Lee Boswell's "Hix and
Chix" and "Scoot and Scat," Sid Pickins'
"Southside Swingers" and "Swingin' Wingers,"
Ron Richards "Red Hots" and Bob and Angie
Stork's Round Dance Class.
Only admission charge tothe open house was
a 16-cent plate to help furnish the kitchens
Callers for the evening were Lee Boswell, Ron
Richards, Dale Curtis, and Floyd Lundy. Built
by asquare dancer especially for square dancing,the barn will accommodate twelve squares
and is decorated with wagon wheels and rustic
lantern light fixtures and has a hardwood
maple fl--)or. The rent is very low so that
small clubs may take advantage of this lovely
place to dance.
EL SERENO OUTDOOR DANCE
A unique outdoor square dance arena had its
grand opening on July 16thowith music by Jack
Barbour and his California Clippers and calling
by Ralph Maxhimer. This forty-square dance
floor is located in the El Sereno District
4644 Huntington Drive in Los Angeles and is
constructed of fine grain asphalt topped by
skating rink plastic. The atmosphere of the
Old West is carried out in its surroundings,
with a corral fence, hay wagon, barn, barnyard,
and even live horses. Regular Sunday evening
dancing is planned with adifferent caller each
week. From August 6th thro' September 3rd, the
callers scheduled are Doc Alumbaugh, Fenton
*Jones, Walt Byrne, Wayne Donhoff and Bos Osgood on saceeding Sunday nights.

For the past ten months Merl Olds has been
calling for a bunch of teen-agers calling
themselves the Little Stinkers in South Gate
on Saturday mornings. The kids have responded
enthusiastically and don't hesitate to let
their caller know whether they like a certain
dance or not. The other night a deputation
of the kids showed up at Merl's regular Friday dance in South Gate Park and presented
him with a fine hand-tooled belt complete
with silver buckles, as well as a beautiful
MisstArn Styirt.
11........■■■
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MIDWICE8 BUS TO 810 nANCE
The Midwick Whirlaways got off to an early
and noisy start to the Santa Monica Jubilee
Square Dance when 44 members boarded a brand
new chartered Pacific Electric bus, arranged
for by club member Jim Shea, at 6:30 PM on
July 13th. Lusty songs poured out of the bus
during the hour trip from Alhambra to the
ocean and large signs identifying the club
were emblazoned on the sides of the bus.
Connie Allen and Loren Walker surprised their
fellow-bus-ers, even the club caller, Duke
Wellington, with some mighty fancy duets.
With all the barber shop harmony the gang
had enough voice and pep left to whoop it up
and hoarsely shout their appreCiationatthe
dance. The Kendalls and Holmquists predicted
the bus driver would be ready for a rest cure
foll-Aing this trip.
The Midwick Whirlaways now meet at Emery
Youth Center in Alhambra. Their officers are
Roy Spotti, Don Ballard, Jack Sweeney, George
Peterson and Cliff Sahle. The Whirlaways -Midwick style -- started as a predominately
Alhambran group, but throt interest aroused
by Ralph Wahlmark, many San Gabriel communities are now represented. Members Frank and
Netta Cornwell hold the mileage records bycoming over the hills from Reseda to attend the
Midwick dances.

Two New Clubs in Tucson
American Round Dances seem to be coming
into their own everywhere. Tucson, Arizona,
announces the formation of a new Western
Round Dance Club ,the first of its kind in town.
The idea is to make a specialty of the rounds
such as Waltz of the Bells, Blackhawk, Boston
Two-Step, Lindy Lee, etc., to get them down
smoothly so that they can be truly enjoyed. The
club has proven so popular as to be almost at
the "closed" stage now, and operates 'under a
governing board of five couples which rotates
after a specified time. The group meets every
Tuesday night at the Open Air Roller Rink in
Tucson.
Tucson also has formed a Callers' Club which
has recently elected their first set of officers to
serve for the coming year. President is George
Watidby; Vice-President, David Neal; SecretaryTreasurer, Wendell Sloneker; Executive Board,
Loveless Gardner and Jack Courson. They will
meet twice na month to discuss callers' problems,
initiate new ideas, etc., and will welcome ad-

vice and information from other similar Callers'
organizations.

Shown are 25 sets which participated in a demonstration before 6000 people in the Kansas
City, Mo. Municipal Auditorium during the

three-night Square Dance Festival, May 11th
through 13th. Frank Pecinovsky is the caller in
the picture. California's Fento' Jones was guestcaller at the Festival.

Lander Spring Round-Up
Those busy bees, Alice and Hank Zimmerman and their Lander Valley Square Dancers
invited all square dancers to the Armory in
Lander, Wyoming ,on Saturday, June 17th, with
the following bit of patter:
If you can allemande left in that grand old
style
Can dive for the oyster and still keep your
smile
Then hitch your wagon to a double star
Travel around, but not too far
Hurry, folks, don't be late
To Lander — you have a Square Dance
Date!
Hank was the presiding caller but all unsuspecting visiting callers were also induced to
call a tip or so. The Lander folks hope to make
these Round-Ups biennial affairs, already planning another for Fall.

* Please patronize our advertisers *
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SQUARE DANCE PARTY BOOK
by PIUTE PETE
(of Village Barn, Stork Club and
Columbia Picture fame)
Simple square dances, country games, 40 photos
of basic steps, music, mixers, punch recipes.
Excellent for beginners, counselors,
recreation leaders and house party
groups.
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VILLAGE RECREATION SERVICE
Dept. B, G.P.O. Box 1116. New York 1, New York

"I have gotten more good out of AMERICAN
SQUARES and books that I ordered from you
than from ,any other source in my fifty years of
F. A. Springer, Bristol, Ind.
calling."
"I don't see how any square dancer can do without American Squares."
Mrs. Stephen Doughty, Glassboro, N.J.

Only $1.00 for 12 months of the finest
square dance magazine.

American Squares
121-42 Delaware Street
Woodbury, N. J.
We sell books and records. Write for our catalogue at the same time.

Sally goodin Shop
SQUARE DANCE
DRESSES
AND ACCESSORIES EXCLUSIVELY
Hours:

Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. — 10 to 5
Fri. — 1 to 9
ATlantic 1-3697
850 W. Las Tunas Dr. San Gabriel
(Next to 1340 E. Main St., Alhambra)

7Itifrk • • • MASTER OF
Western Styling .
Let the man who designs for leading cowboys,
radio and television stars supply your squaredancing needs.
• Special discounts for professional people
Low Priced, New Style Embroidered Shirts

N. TUIlli
"Watch for the big sign of the little man"

13715 Ventura Blvd., Phone STate 4-0595
Van Nuys, Calif.

("From the Floor" is the Square Dancer's opportunity to take "pot shots" at "Sets In Order" or the

Square Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the Editor, "Sets In Order", giving full
name and address. Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
I have just returned from a two weeks' business trip to Milwaukee where, in my spare
moments, I sampled the Wisconsin style of
square dancing. As usual, the common interest
of square dancing proved a quick way of making
friends and I received a warm welcome from
many couples in the area. There were many
inquiries and comments concerning SETS IN
ORDER, which appeared to be widely read thereabouts.
On Sunday afternoon, June 11th, Doc Newland called for an enthusiastic group on an outdoor slab beside beautiful Silver Lake near
Oconomowoc. A Virginia Reel for the small
fry and their families was a high point for the
younger generation, After a picnic lunch between 5 P.M. and 7 P.M., dancing continued
until after dark.
Dale Wagner is calling to an experienced
group at Calhoon. The tempo appeared to be
about 145 MBM and the hash and patterns
woven were reminiscent of those in our Southern California area.
The style of dancing around Milwaukee is
generally so similar to our Southern California
style that experienced dancers in either area
should find no difficulty in entering into the
other dances, the minor differences adding just
enough zest to keep you "on your toes".
LARRY BOLLES,

Pasadena, Calif.
(Please see page 20)

* Please mention 'Sets in Order" when patronizing our advertisers *
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SQUARE DANCING VACATION
in California'
it,
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THEN, BY ALL MEANS, STOP IN
AND REGISTER AT.. •

• • •

HOUSANDS of square dancers all over the country have made the Record
Square their square dancing headquarters while in Southern California. Here they found
records and books on square dancing they never knew existed. They have met wifh the
callers and dancers of Southern California just browsing through the latest releases or
taking part in one of the regular Saturday afternoon "Dance Clinics."

Many of them use the services of Sets In Order (in the same building) in finding
places to dance during their stay. Many have taken advantage of the invitation to use
Sets In Order and the Record Square as their mailing address while in California.
Do as so many others have done and get acquainted with the staff of Record Square
and listen to the latest and finest square and round dance recordings.
(This goes for you local yokels too. If you haven't visited.)

462 N. ROBERTSON BLVD. • LOS ANGELES 48 •

CRestview 50.5538

RECORD SQUARE OPEN: MON. 10 A.M. TO 9 P.M. - TUES., WED., THURS., FRI., SAT, 10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY

THE OPEN SQUARES
The complete Monthly Directory of
OPEN SQUARE DANCES
in the Southern California area

$1.00 PER YEAR
Special Notice to Callers
All Open Dances listed FREE
Please get copy in by the '15th

The Open Squares
Pasadena 17

Box 336-M

P

arctool OriginaL

Dresses - From $9.95 to $18.95
Knit Shawls - at $4.95
Pantaloons and Slips
Are Available At

THE PARASOL
OR. 1-2353

428 W. Arbor Vitae, Inglewood.

FRICKS
7018 Pacific Blvd., Huntington Park

Van Deusen Dept. Store, La Verne
We Know You Will Be Pleased

Dear Editor:
Thanks for the little blurb about my "Calico
Kids" (Green Sheet, June, 1950). They are certainly pleased. We are going to have two groups
this summer as part of the recreation program,
one for beginners and one for advanced youngsters.
You might be interested in the activities of
the Mariners' groups along the line of Square
Dancing (the Mariners are a national organization of young married couples of the Presbyterian churches of America). Many Mariner
Clubs are sponsoring monthly or twice monthly
square dances both for fun and to aid the groups
financially in their goals. They are family affairs with all ages taking part.
It is interesting to note that some of the
churches give credit to square dances for the increased church membership and interest in all
phases of the church's activities.
I must say that of all my activities through the
years (including light opera, radio, church soloist, concert soprano, accompanist, voice coach,
etc., etc.) nothing has given me such pleasure
and such a kick out of life as has calling for
square dancing—especially for community activities.
DOROTHY BROWDER,

La Canada, Calif.

"GENTS SWING IN"
TO

WOODRUFFS Men's Store
FOR

SQUARE DANCE TOGS
28 W. Main • Alhambra • AT 2 1640
-

For
Square Dance Records
Tokuttrout'A
Conveniently located on Street Floor

510 W. 7th Street

Los Angeles

Open Monday Evenings till 9 P.M.
Telephone and Mail Orders filled TR.

1331

Dear Editor:
Your article in the July issue about St. Louis
as "Style Mixers" is very true; most of the
dancers like any kind of dancing just as long as
it's dancing.
I am a caller and the only thing that gets
me down is all of these new dances that are
coming out, which are all patterned out of the
Arkansas Traveller, as, Turn this one with that
hand and turn that one with this hand. The
caller has to practically knock himself out to
entertain the dancers with the trend of new
Advanced
dances, especially the so-called
Dancers".
The new beginners get such a bangs out of
the simple little dances and come back for more,
whereas for the advanced dancers the caller
must be a clown, a Bing Crosby and know all
the latest twists to entertain. Here's to more
simply worded, self-explanatory calls and dances
that are really fun.
"WILLIE" WIRTEL,

Kay Harrison, Mgr. Record Dept. ZE. 2224
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St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Editor:
One night recently I was feeling very exuberant and quite by accident the following
spouted out of my mouth:
"Allemande left and allemande
WHEE-E-E-E!
A right, a left and turn back three."
They all turned back when they reached
their right-hand ladies. (To my everlasting
surprise.) I had to say something, since they
were going along with the gag, so in desperation I yelled:
"Count 'ern boys, and have some fun,
Go ahead three and turn back one!"
They yelled "One! Two! Three!" in unison
(and in rhythm!). They turned back when they
got to their opposite ladies. I turned a gentle
shade of green. I bellowed:
"Into the center like Allemande thar!
Back up, boys, but not too far!"
Whattaya know, they did it! They screamed.
They loved it. I dropped in a heap (a la Osgood) and drowned in the pool of my own
nervous perspiration.

OUR EUSINE

D!/OS fer olives
fer
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IN TRUE WESTERN STYLE
• 1Pealuring Bar C
and
California
Itanchwear

Western Pants — $5.95 up
Western Shirts

$4.95 up

All Color Combinations
Two Tone, Form Fitting,
With Snaps, Washable

PHIL MONROE,

One of the Disney Boys at Warner Bros."
Hollywood, Calif.

Western Boots-513.95 up
TIES—True Frontier $1.00

SEAFAIR CELEBRATION IN
SEATTLE
Hoping to build up its own form of Mardi
Gras celebration, the Greater Seattle Association
of the Washington city is planning its first Seafair celebration from August 11th to 20th,
1950. Included in the week's festivities will be
two occasions of special interest to square
dancers. On Tuesday, August 15th, there will
be international folk dancing spiced with some
square dancing at the Seattle Armory. Friday,
August 18th, will be marked by a Western style
Hoedown, also at the Armory. Admission to
both of these dances will be by Seafair "buttons", which admit also to one hundred other
events of the week. The Folk Dance Federation
of Washington is co-operating with the Greater
Seattle Association in presenting these dances.

SLIDES—Largest Selections,
50 cents and up

PROMENADER BOOT SHOES

loreat ilia/
Cool!
Comfortable!
All sixes in stock
3 colors: wine, black, twoNon-slip rubber heel. $10.50

PASADENA, CALIF.

EL MONTE, CALIF.

635 E. Colorado Blvd.

522 W. Valley Blvd.

Open Fri. Eve. SY. 6-2240

Open Sat. Eve. FO. 8-3985

* Please patronize our advertisers *
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SQUARE DANCE QUOTES FROM
THE PRE
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Square Dance - Riding - Vacation

THE PUTTEE SHOP
912 So. Main St.
Los Angeles 15, Calif.
Phone VA. 9675

Justin Boots
Westex Boots
Tony Lama Boots
Acme Boots

Frontier Breeches
Western Shirts
Silver Mounted Belts
English Riding Boots
and Breeches

10% Discount With This Ad

For the best in Square Dance Shoes

LOS ANGELES HOLLYWOOD
411 West Seventh St.
TU 8762

5619 Sunset Blvd.
GL 3744

r • ► 1 rrs • ksr•ler.es
.1"11

988 Market St., Room 412

COOL TOGS FOR
SUMMER DANCING
Plaid Shirts — pearl snaps
.$ 3.95
Gabardine Frontier Pants, lightweight---$ 9.95
Western Boots — wide toe, low heels______. $13.95
See us for outstanding western wear at reasonable
prices.

Mfrs

PIM 7 7,01- IN for Western
k VIA&
Wear

Corner of Van Nuys Blvd. and Hamlin
ST. 5-2586
6472 Van Nuys Blvd.
Open Friday Evenings
Van Nuys, California
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Franm Kansas City Star, by John Freeman—
March, 1950:
"Drive by a Kansas City school or church
these evenings and what are you likely to find ?
Autos stacked bumper to bumper. Lights ablaze
in basement and gym. utuitailuistily galocu.
adults swarming like bees.
"Step inside and what do you hear ? Fervid
oratory ? Cubmasters exhorting their minions ?
Voices raised in 'Onward Christian Soldiers'
and Old Rugged Cross' ?
"No ! It's the swish of skirts, the scrape of
boots, the step-lively strains of 'Skip to My
Lou' . . . and cries of `do-si-do' and "promenade
to your corner girl'.
"Yes, square dancing's taken over. Everybody's doing it, from first-graders to grandadds
. . . Outfitting square dancers is a ready-to-wear
gold mine. Cowboy shirt makers and guitar
builders are sunning on Florida strands and
cutting about in 90 foot cruisers.
"In Kansas City alone each week, 8,963 husbands climb into bull-fighter pants while wives
rig themselves in peasant blouses and Aunt
Jemima skirts. Things have come to such a pass
any able-bodied male who won't join up and
swing a gal is a slacker and a lowdown no-good.
Square dancing has ballooned to such catastrophic proportions, particularly among the
sedate and well-upholstered, that heart specialists look askance and the Protective League for
the Short-Winded stirs restlessly.
"There's no escape. Last week, hoping to find
surcease, we attended a movie. Instead of the
diverting antics of Mickey Mouse, we saw the
world's largest (up to now) square dance. To
music supplied by huge amplifiers, hundreds of
cowboys and western belles bowed and swung
on a floor twice the size of the outfield at Blues
Stadium. It was a sight to stun the eye and
make the brain reel."

* Please patronize our advertisers *
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A NEW Service has
been added at
462 No. Robertson
We are now displaying the most complete selection of square dancing needs in the world — all
in one spot. Save shopping hours! See and buy
directly from us or let us direct to one of our
advertisers who can help.
e aim to hare the friendliest cooperation between our
square dancers and our advertisers!

EVENTS SEEN THRU THE
SQUARE
DANCER'S
EYE

These happy people are some of the 100 sets
who enjoyed the Northern California Square
Dance Cavalcade on June 11th, outdoors at
beautiful Larkspur Rose Bowl. There were 22

SQUARE DANCING
IN MODESTO

D

ANCERS at the square dance jamborees
in Modesto, California, come from as far
away as eighty miles, to get in on the fun. Of
the twenty-two clubs in the area, all but three
operate with records. The three have callerinstructors who call only when necessary. Jamborees are sponsored by the Perlen Dancers, of

Swing your partners, boys! The folks at Modesto
go into it with a right good will.

callers, with Jim York from Los Angeles as
guest caller. Jim's exciting calling received one
of the greatest ovations ever given a caller in
that area.
which Pearl and Len Moody are the leaders.
In order that the dancing may be the most fun
for everybody who comes, those invited have
to know the square dancing fundamentals or are
not admitted. Enthusiasm and advancement in
the dancing have been given impetus by the
visits of Los Angeles caller Lee Helsel, who
has called for the first three jamborees, held
in the California Ballroom, the largest hall in
the area.

Some of the Perlen Dancers. Pearl and Len Moody,
second couple from right. At extreme right,
Caller Lee Helsel.

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE

Now here's a cute one. Invitations to a square
dance party on records. What' could be more appropriate, especially if records are used for the
dancing ? The idea was tried by a group down
Tustin way, in Orange County, when small
discs bearing spoken invitations against a background of hoedown music were used to invite
dancers to a party in the Herd's back yard last
May. A cheerful feminine voice announced in
rhythm that there would be Paulus Stone to
dance to, hamburgers to eat, and please to let
her know if they could come. Discs used were
the inexpensive cardboard kind and spiced the
occasion with a nice touch of novelty before it
even began.

2808 S. Baldwin Ave.

Every day we get inquiries about back issues
of SETS IN ORDER. Some numbers are completely sold out, but herewith is a list of those
which can still be had. Check the ones you have
against this list of availables and then tell us
which ones you are missing. Price is still 25
cents a copy.
1949:
March-April
May
June
July
August
October
November
December
1950:
January
February
March
•
April
May
June
July

TH EIVintt# 011 Co.

Arcadia, California
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WINDSOR SCORES ANOTHER FIRST! WITH A SPECIALLY
ARRANGED ORGAN RECORDING OF "SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY" FOR
ALTAI- THE SENSATIONAL NEW ROUND DANCE Coupled
with NARCISSUS, an old favorite mixer, properly recorded and timed.
Record #R-601, 10" plastic, instructions for both dances included. 90 cents
TRY THESE SQUARE DANCES FOR DOWNRIGHT FUN!
0
"ALABAMA JUBILEE"
"JUST BECAUSE"
•
(Called by DOC ALUMBAUGH)

with

with
"McNAMARA'S BAND"

"RAMBLIN' WRECK"
Called by DOC ALUMBAUGH. Record #WC-502 , 12"
plastic, instructions included, $1.75.

(Called by WALT BYRNE)
Record #WC-50I, 12" plastic, instructions included
$1.75

Beginners Practice Square Dance No. 1

Intermediate Practice Square Dance No. 1

Called by DOC ALUMBAUGH

Called by DOC ALUMBAUGH

Specially composed figures for practice
on basic steps and patterns. Excellent
for the beginner to develop timing,
recognition of calls, etc. Used extensively by teachers, callers, schools and
recreation departments. Booklet of instructions descibes all figures.
Record #BP-1 01, 12" plastic, $1.75

Instructional as well as entertaining.
Has lots of allemands and fillers, fast
timing, and tricky patterns. One of the
finest "hash" recordings ever made.
Practically a complete training course
in western square dancing. Detailed
booklet of instructions included.

Record #IP-201, 12" plastic, $1.75

If your record dealer doesn't have these records, we will ship direct to you at the
prices stated, which include postage, packing aid tax.

CALLERS'
CORNER
JUST BECAUSE
RAMBLIN' WRECK
No. XC-302, 12" Plastic, 51.75
ALABAMA JUBILEE
McNAMARA'S BAND
No. XC-103, 12" Plastic, 51.75

Music by SUNDOWNERS BAND
Printed calls with all records.

* Please mention "Sets in Order" when patronizing our advertisers *
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MOVIE DEPARTMENT

LET'S DANCE
AND

LET'S DANCE SUUAJIES
Official monthly magazine of the
Folk Dance Federation of California
Includes dance descriptions, new calls, Folk and
Square Dance news, pertinent advertisements,
pictures, cartoons, articles by Folk and Square
dance leaders, record and book reviews, costume information, personality sketches and
other folk and square dance information.

$2.00 Per Year
Folk Dance Federation of California
262 O'Farrell Street
Room 301
San Francisco 2, California

SQUARE DANCE HEADQUARTERS
IN SANTA MONICA
"Present this Ad and Receive a
complimentary Tie Slide"

Levis $3.45
Western Boots $12.95 up
Complete Western Apparel in Stock

The CORRAL
1004 Wilshire Blvd.. Santa Monica. Calif.
Phone EXbrook 50346
Open Friday Evening
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SQUARE DANCE FROCKS
cszatEd

gy

Catherine Ogle
Special prices on all our dresses —
including summer sheers
106 WEST DORAN STREET
GLENDALE 3 • CITRUS 11884

need a Mane
If you feel that at this time a dancer's institute, a caller's workshop or a specialized and
planned program of assistance could promote
Square Dancing progress in your section of the
country, send a letter outlining your problems
and desires to

BOB OSGOOD. Caller and Instructor
Editor of Sets In Order
Open dates for institutes are still available
for Fall and Winter of 1950 and the early part
of 1951. Especially designed courses available
for Schools and Colleges.

462 North Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles 48. California
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Brief reviews of current pictures for square
dancers who never have time to go to the movies
but would like to know what their non-squareare talking about.
dancing friends who do
Ratings:

❑❑❑❑

Real Good
Pretty Good

El ❑ Fair
11Phew !

DESTINATION MOON: GEORGE PAL:
Four earthmen take a rocket-flight to the moon
and this picture is so free of Buck-Rogers accompaniment, it makes you believe it. It's done
in color, with no "star"-names but generally
efficient performances from Tom Powers, John
Archer, Warner Anderson and notably Dick
Wesson as the inevitable Brooklynite. Imagine!
What with the moon's gravitational pull being
only one-sixth that of the earth, square dancers
up there could really "swing their honeys' feet
right off the ground" ! And space suits with
❑ Ei
ruffles could distinguish the ladies !

❑

THE ASPHALT JUNGLE: MGM: The title
refers to the city—any city—and the story concerns a group of murky folks who plan a major
jewel robbery with air as matter-of-fact as if
theirs was a completely legitimate assignment.
Execution of the crime and what happens to
those taking part make an unhappy but absorbing film with beautiful direction by John Huston. Topflight performances are turned in by
Sam Jaffe as the master thief; Sterling Hayden
as the bitter gent-turned-hoodlum; and Louis
Calhern as the two-timing attorney. Minor roles
are also enriched by good performances, making
this, despite its morbid content, a wholly satisfying film.
CI= E
TREASURE ISLAND: WALT DISNEY:
Filmed in England with an American boy,
Bobby Driscoll as Jim Hawkins, this Disney
"live actor" effort is somehow disappointing.
The Stevenson classic quality of high adventure and macabre appeal is either entirely missing or overdone, surprisingly enough, as it is
the sort of thing the British studios usually do
so well. Robert Newton as Long John Silver
pops his eyes, rolls his tongue, twitches his face
in a fantastic portrayal. The Technicolor photography adds little and it's hard to figure the
younger set going for this one.
El

Please patronize our advertisers *

❑

SQUARE DANCE PUBLICATIONS

Wadable 7hi4 IAA
The Latest • The Newest • The Most Advanced
(The NEWER AND ADVANCED DANCES)
That long awaited pocket-sized edition designed for the advanced dancer and
also containing the popular, newer dances with a glossary of new terms, index,
nearly 50 dances, breaks, and other pertinent information.
Ask your caller or send direct to
Sets In Order — $1.00 each.

4116-41K The Beginners and Intermedi-

ates Square Dancing books
used by thousands of dancers
to help in the greater enjoyment of their hobby.
Available through Sets In
Order or your Caller at

$1.00 each.

ROUND DANCING
The first of a series of Round Dance Instruction showing various versions of many dances —
expertly illustrated —Available through Sets In
Order or your Caller at $1.00.

Cold/
1. A Singing Call Book by Bob Osgood and Jack Hoheisal.
2.

A second edition of "Dancin' A Round" by the three dancin' instructresses — Ginger, Virginia and Gracie.

3. That Special Surprise package to add more fun to your hobby.

SEND ORDERS TO: " SETS IN ORDER"
462 N. ROBERTSON BLVD. • LOS ANGELES 48 •

CResfview 5-5538

THINKING OUT LOUD
-Wave Art! .Ance cool!
Mayfair has the right Clothes for Square
Dancing—cool washable shirts, Frontier
Pants, Boots, Ties, Hats, Levis in
stock and made to measure.

.

MAYFAIR RIDING
& SPORTS SHOP
271 No. Canon Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
BR. 2-1833

1644 No. Wilcox
Hollywood, Calif.
GL. 9943

unicerrtaid
Individual Square Dance Dresses
Accessories to match
• Designed by eunice
Write for Attractive Picture Brochure
5611 W. Washington Blvd., WHitney 4595
Los Angeles, California
OPEN MONDAY EVENING

Visit SARGENT'S
SQUARE DANCE CORNER!
The Square Dancers Haven For
Justin Cowboy Boots - California Ranchwear
Levi Strauss Wear - Hats - Ties - Frontier Pants
Cool Washable Shirts
Alterations Done Free!!
Special discounts to Callers and
Dance Clubs
C • 111100

JAIL 117 L Ill I J

6219 Pacific Blvd., Huntington Park, Calif.
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"One more couple over there," the caller's
voice booms over the P.A. system.
A couple in the far corner heads toward the
upraised hands of the trio waiting for the fourth
couple to fill their set. As the couple approaches
the spot, they stop, look at each other, and with
a vain attempt to conceal the fact that they are
covering up, switch their direction and head
toward another wall.
Another couple does the same thing, and the
three couples still stand with their hands raised.
"Aw, come on folks, just one more couple
over there where the hands are up." Still nobody completes the set. The music starts, and
the call moves on with maybe five or six couples
left out of the particular dance.
You hear the couples talking afterwards.
Phew ! That was a close one. We almost got
mixed up in that set with the newcomers that
don't know their left from their right foot. Boy,
what a battle that would have been."
Then, on the other side of the room, you
can't help overhearing the conversation of the
unfortunate trio discussing their evening of fun
in square dancing. "What a cold club this is,"
they say. "If only we could get some halfway
good dancers to fill in our No. 1 position with
us and help us through the difficult figures, it
wouldn't be any time before we could keep up
with the rest."

"SUNNY HILLS"
(I mile north of Fullerton, California, on U. S. Highway 101)
for

COOL DANCING

HERB LESHER — Every Wednesday, 8 P.M.
JIMMY LANE — Every Thursday, 8 P.M.
CARROLL WHITE — 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th Saturday, 8:30 P.M.
PAUL PIERCE —3rd Saturday
All Saturday Nights — High level dancing
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Please patronize our advertisers *

Chain Those Ladies Through The Star
By HARRY BANNS, South San Francisco, California
First and Third Balance and Swing
Into the Center and Back to the Ring
The Center Again with a Right Hand Star
Back by the left but Not Too Far
Turn just far enough for No. 1 lady to face No. 2 and No. 3 to face No. 4.
Chain Those Ladies Through the Star
While men No. 1 and No. 3 in the center move their star steadily at a fairly good
speed lady No. 1 chains with Lady No. 2 and No. 3 with No. 4. The ladies going out
of the star give right hand to other lady, left hand to man and that man turns the girl
in place. The ladies coming from the sides into the center allow star to move a half
more and join in one place behind the spot vacated by the girl they just chained.
It's Turning Around As Seen Afar
Turn Around and Go Back Through
With ladies No. 2 and No. 3 in the star they move across the set so that they chain
out to the opposite side. Lady No. 2 chaining with Lady No. 3 and Lady No. 4 with
Lady No. 1.
You're Heading Home Like You Always Do
The Ladies Through That Star Have Flown
Keep on Chaining Until You're Home
Keep on chaining in this manner until the side ladies have returned to home and the
center couples are in the star as originally formed.
Circle Four and Around You Go
Break That Ring with a Do-Si-Do

IT'S COOL!
IT'S FEATHERWEIGHT!
IT'S WASHABLE!
The new Buck Bernie Square Dance Ensemble
Have it custom
tailored or choose from our Huge Stock
New Styles
New
Prices
New Colors.
The new summer weight gabardine shirt — New exclusive styles and it's
washable
New colors and Styles.
Have it custom tailored or choose from our huge stock
Regular $14.95 NOW $9.45
Light Weight
Cool
75% wool — 25% rayon

Summer Frontier pants in a genuine gabardine
Colors to match above shirt.

Have it custom tailored or choose from our huge stock.
Regular $14.95 NOW $9.45
LARGE SELECTION OF BOOTS

$9.95 TO $1 5.95

BUCK BERNIE

The Largest Square Dance Shop in the West

FREE PARKING — ANY LOT
311-13 SO. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
MU 3881
* Please patronize our advertisers *
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A Square Dance
Kerchief
for Men & Women
Designed by
Caller
"Doc" Galowin
$1.15 each, postage included

Made of fine cotton batiste, guaranteed washable. In five color combinations, with basic
grounds of: Kelly green, royal or navy blue,
red, or cocoa.
•

Attention.: Callers and Club Presidents, contact
us for quantity price. An ideal identification
for sets and clubs.

Send check or money order and color choice to:

ENCORE SCARFS, INC.
110 West 40th Street, New York 18, New York

ard' BINDER NOW

GET l

Simply
lift Elesfic
and Insert
Magazine

$1.50 each
plus 15c
postage
and tax —
$1,65 total

■ Each issue can be placed in
Binder as you receive it.
• No need to wait until you have
collected a year's complete set
of 12 issues.
A FINE STEEL WIRE COMES WITH EACH
BINDER FOR PERMANENT BINDING BY YOU
WHEN THE BINDER IS FULL

SEND ORDERS TO: SETS IN ORDER
462 N. Robertson Blvd., CRestview 5-5538
Los Angeles 48, Calif.
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CALENDAR OF
SQUARE DANCING EVENTS
August 6 Tri Counties Square Dance
Jamboree
High School Gym, Santa Barbara, Calif.
August 6-12 — Skipper Steimle's Pacific
Coast Callers' School (Begin.)
Blue Jay, Calif.
August 6-12 — American Squares Summer
School
Camp Farley, Mashpee, Mass.
August 10-12 Bud Udick's Summer Class
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Aug. 11-12—Festival at High School Gym
Flagstaff, Ariz.
August 13 — Festival
Hibbing, Minn.
August 13-19
Skipper Steimle's Pacific
Coast Caller's School (Inter.)
Blue Jay, Calif.
Aug. 13 - September 1
First National Folk
Camp
Frenchman's Bluff, Troy, Mo.
Aug. 14-19 Lloyd Shaw's August Class
Colorado Springs, Colo.
August 15 — Seafair Celebration Folk Dance
Seattle Armory, Seattle, Wash.
August 18 — Seafair Celebration Square
Dance
Seattle Armory, Seattle, Wash.
Southeastern District Jamboree
Ruidoso, N. M.

August 19

Herb Greggerson Ranch
August 21-25
Dance School
Ruidoso, N. M.
August 27 - September 3 — American Squares
Summer School
Camp Ihduhapi, Lorretto, Minn.

* Please patronize our advertisers *

...J1ollywood 5rieJ Jtoop Pellicoali
ao Square Thandiel y Sweepi Country!
HOOP IT OUT AND BE COOLER! ANY SIMPLE
SQUARE DANCE DRESS TAKES ON THAT "well-put
together look" THAT GRANDMA KNEW SO WELL.
Made of French crepe, these hoop petticoats are snugly
fitted at the hip and double-boned at the bottom for
graceful dancing! $8.95.
Pantaloons $4.95
Short "sissy britches" $3.95
Parasols $7.95 up.

• Write for our summer catalogue

12715 Ventura Blvd., No. Hollywood

Phone SUnset 2-8379

121 South Palm Canyon Drive, Palm Springs, next to Bullocks

PROGRAM
SLIM KRONEN BAUG44
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A SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE FOR SQUARE DANCERS!!

462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.

Subscription
Order

Each issue filled with new ideas, new calls, new patter, round dances,
book and record reviews and coverage of important Square Dancing
events—all slanted toward the true fun and enjoyment of this hobby.

KEEP UP WITH THE SQUARE DANCE PICTURE!

PLEASE SEND "SETS IN ORDER" to my home for the next
year (12 issues) for the special price of $2.50.
Enclosed is my personal check ( )
money order ( )

Have SETS IN ORDER mailed directly to your home every month
for a whole year. Your subscription—sent in today—starts with the very
next issue. Use the Subscription form below for convenience (For those

Name (please print)

friends of yours there are two extra blanks in the back of this issue.)
(Last)

(First)

(Initial)

Address

SETS IN ORDER MAKES AN EXCELLENT GIFT FOR
THE SQUARE DANCIN' FRIEND

(Street)

(Zone)

(City)

(State)

5.1.0. -3

462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.

Subscription
Order

462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.

PLEASE SEND "SETS IN ORDER" to my home for the next
year (12 issues) for the special price of $2.50.
money order ( )
Enclosed is my personal check ( )
Name (please print)

PLEASE SEND "SETS IN ORDER" to my home for the next
year (12 issues) for the special price of $2.50
Enclosed is my personal check ( )
money order ( )
1

(L ast)

(First)

Name (please print)

(I nitial)

(Last)

(First)

(Initial)

Address

Address

(Street)

(Street)

(City)
1.1.0.-3

Subscription
Order

(Zone)

(State)

(City)

(Zone)

(State)

